
Sewing idea Advent calendar
Instructions No. 2082
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 3 Hours

About a Advent Calendar rejoices big & small. With this practical Fabric cut with printed instructions you can easily sew a great eye-catcher
for your home. Just fill your pockets and enjoy the joy of children or gifted adults every day.

That's how you Advent Calendar sew it:
For the loops, cut 3 pieces of fabric measuring 30 x 10 cm each. Fold them
together right sides to right sides and close the long edge with a straight
line. Turn the tubes over and iron them 

For the back of the calendar, cut a piece of fabric measuring 53 x 56 cm 

Now cut the Fabric cut according to the printed instructions and iron the
bags according to the instructions. Sew them on as described 

Now pin the finished front side right on right with the back fabric on top of
each other, inserting the loops on the top side. Close all around with a
straight stitch, but leave a turning opening. Cut back the seam allowances at
the corners slightly 

Now the calendar is turned and ironed. Close the turning opening. The magic
seam is best suited for this 

Now you have the great Advent Calendar finished and can hang it as an eye-
catcher in your home. Every year it will bring you and your loved ones new joy
at Christmas time!

Article number Article name Qty
130110 VBS Professional rotary cutter 1
132442-60 VBS Cutting mat "Hobby"60 x 45 x 0,3 cm 1
460019 VBS Patchwork ruler, 60 cm 1
393515-01 VBS Sewing thread, 36 rolls á 100 mWhite 1
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